Grass, gas, and broken glass:
Armies of the Night return

By Bruce Schwartz

MOBILIZATION ORDER 
unprecedented foul-weather
Night, U. S. Fifth Column, 
Woodstock Nation: the
all possible routes D.C. 15 
never torn down the
Weatherman sit-
Yet not yet.

Because we are sharing
the roads with the silent majority.
You, unknown souls,
form a circle around the
You've seen them.

The City: Planned by L’En-
the fit capital of a mighty
nation; built by ambition and
power run a little wild into the
pompous hub of an Empire
On the 15th

Within the besieged city the
city police, few on the streets
but many in the stations. The
And the Rebels: (as NBC

Violence? This is and will be no
B. J. Distiny, a New,
weathermen, a kin-
laugh. We are together. Hi,

Within a perimeter of D.C.

Yippies anarchic, various RYM
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